FRIDAY, NOV. 18th

6 PM: LITTLE VAMPIRE (Christian Choquet & Gilles Deyries, France, 2004, 60 min., 12 min. per cartoon) The Little Vampire stories explore topics such as bullying, friendship, and being kind to animals, seasoning their lessons with a dose of supernatural adventure. All ages. In English.

7:30 PM: Voltron Force! Behind the Scenes of the Animated series, 90 min. The World Event Productions team will show how this international effort is coordinated, starting with creation of the “show bible” and continuing through voice casting and storyboards to rough animation. All ages.

SATURDAY, NOV. 19th

10 AM: POCO’S RUSTY YOUNG AND JACK SUNDRUD: Scoring Weston Woods Cartoons Free for attendees 12 or younger, $10 for adults. Tivoli Theatre. In this special show, the duo will screen a quartet of Weston Woods cartoons that feature their music from each film. All ages.

12 PM: QUEST FOR ZHU (Bob Doucette, US., 73 min.) The ZhuZhu Pets—the St. Louis-based toy sensation—are brought to animated life in this heartwarming tale of four lively young teens (who just happen to be hamsters) on a quest to find the Palace of Zhu. All ages.

2 PM: A WESTON WOODS ANIMATION SAMPLER 90 min. Ten Weston Woods classics are featured, ranging across the decades and including adaptations of Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are and the Caldecott Medal-winning The Man Who Walked Between the Towers. All ages.

4:30 PM: CIRCUS DREAMS Signe Taylor, U.S., 2011, 80 min. This documentary tells the story of a group of 12- to 18-year-olds performing in Cirkus Smirkus, which is the country’s oldest only traveling youth circus. Age 10 and older.

7 PM: SNOWMEN Robert Kirbyson, 2010, 96 min. Snowmen is a humorous and heartfelt story about Josh (Bobby Coleman), a kid in remission following cancer treatment but who uses his illness to gain attention. Age 8 and older. In Polish with English subtitles.

SUNDAY, NOV. 20th


1:30 PM: ELEANOR’S SECRET (KÉRITY, LA MAISON DES CONES) Dominique Monfery, France, 2009, 80 min. In this animated movie, a magic library transforms a boy’s life. Age 8 and older. In English.
